The Year of Darwin Rule of Thumb (Russ McGlenn Feb. 2009)
A list of various observations and scientific data that, 150 years after Darwin’s book “The Origin
of Species” was published, shows that his book and teachings are not scientific. The rules are not
in any special order, although some do relate to others. I’ve given a short “sound bite” and then an
explanation afterwards.
The Missing Link Rule or The Three Choice Rule
Over time, missing links will always turn out to be:
Fully Human
Fully Dinosaur
Fully marineFully mammal
Fully ape
Fully bird
Fully land animal Fully reptile
or Fully hoax
or Fully hoax
or Fully hoax
or Fully hoax
Though many missing links have been deliberate hoaxes, many have been claimed as missing
links simply because scientists “jumped to a conclusion” based on their own evolutionary bias and
lack of data. (Example: National Geographic's “scoop” on Archeoraptor that turned out to be an
$80,000 hoax) In some cases, conflicting data that would disqualify the “link” was deliberately
withheld. (example: Bacterial antibiotic resistance “evolution” which is really variety within a
species. I call this a “Hoax” also, because it perpetrates a lie and fraud)
The Variety/Species Rule
Variety within a species (microevolution) is used to prove change between species
(macroevolution)
Example: Dog variety proves dogs changed into whales
For this reason, I do not use the term micro or macroevolution as it infers an evolutionary process
that does not exist. We are in a battle of words and we should not use their words that further fog
the scientific data.
The Similarity/Diversity Rule
Similarity means one Designer.
Evolution says: Similarity means a common ancestry.
Diversity does NOT mean chance mutations, over millions of years, God used a common DNA
Blueprint for all living things and customized it for each individual creature’s needs - by His word.
Evolution says: Diversity is a result of natural selection acting on random mutations to change a
fish into a human.
The Lincoln/Darwin Rule
Lincoln born on February 12, 1809
Fought to show that all men are created equal – i.e. no racism
Darwin born on February 12, 1809
Fought to show that Blacks, Indians, aborigines “colored” and others were not equal but came
from lower (inferior) evolutionary stock. i.e. racism
Note the book title – “The Origin of Species, by means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of
Favored Races in the Struggle for Life.” Charles Darwin, 1859 If the whole title were given
people would see quit readily where racism comes from. There is only one race – the Human
Race.

Mutations are Not User Friendly Rule
Mutation are 1. lost, 2. mixed, or 3. duplicated information in the DNA Blueprint that is harmful
and causes deformity or death to people. (or within Kinds) Mutations add no new information to
the DNA Blueprint to change a fish into a human.
The Challenge Rule
If you can show me one good mutation that adds truly new information to the DNA Blueprint to
change a fish into a human, I will become an evolutionist. (Reversions back to an original state
don't count and the ability to digest new foods or immunologically respond to new antigens is
actually part of a cleverly designed controlled mutation system to produce the molecules needed.)
The Dating Rule
Ask a Geologist and he says “the Fossils date the strata.”
Ask a Biologist and he says “the Strata dates the fossils.”
The Bush of Life Rule
When we study animal species, we see bushes of relationships (dog varieties, cat varieties, horse
varieties) but never a single tree of relationships (amoeba, to fish, to dogs, to whales)
The Destiny Rule
All religions must answer these three questions:
Where did I come from, Why am I here, Where do I go when I die.
Though evolution claims to be about “science” it always begins with origins and where did we
come from. This is how it compares to Creation Science:
We came from nothing
We came from God’s creative Word
We live for nothing
We live to love and serve Him
We die for nothing
We die and go to live with God
(If we accept Jesus’ payment for our sins)
The Life/Death Rule
Evolution is a celebration of death = called “The Survival of the Fittest,” and leads to: Sexual
perversion (Romans. 1), Humanism, Abortion, Euthanasia, Pornography, Racism, Paganism, Drug
culture, Socialism (the state replaces God), New age religions, Radical feminism, anti -God
philosophies.
Biblical worldview is a celebration of Life – “The thief (here evolutionism) comes to steal, to kill,
and destroy, “I am come that you might have life and that you might have it more abundantly.”
John 10:10
Life started out beautifully made, user friendly, and perfect. Then the lust of the flesh, lust of the
eyes, and pride of life (1 John 2:16 & Gen.3:6) brought corruption into the creation. (Corruption
may be a reference to the affects of debilitating mutations. Romans 8:21, 1 Cor.15:42)
Natural Selection
There is natural selection WITHIN a species. (Long haired dogs survive cold better than short
haired)
But no natural selection BETWEEN species. (I.E. A dog can, by natural selection on “good”
mutations change into a whale)

The Adam Rule
The first Adam brought Death – He followed evolution so “He would be like God” and brought
death by sin..
The second Adam brought Life – Jesus, the second Adam, brought eternal life.
If Theistic evolution (God used evolution) is true then Christ died for nothing! The Bible says that
death came as a direct result of Adams sin. The first Man Adam brought death, The second Man
Jesus paid the price for sin and delivered the creation from the death sentence of sin. (Cor. 15:2145, Romans 5”14-19, and 8:22-21).
1 Corinthians 15:21 For since by one man came death, by one Man also came the resurrection of
the dead. 22 For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ all shall be made alive.
Darwinism & Theistic Evolution teaches that there has been a life and death cycle of evolution for
millions of years until humans evolved to their present state. That is directly contradictory to what
the Bible says as shown above. There was not death until the First Man sinned. If Evolution is
true, it nullifies Christ’s death on the cross.
The Worship Rule
IF we worship God we draw closer to the light and purity of God.
IF we worship the creation we move away from God and enter darkness.
Romans 1:22 Professing to be wise, they became fools, 23 and changed the glory of the
incorruptible God into an image made like corruptible man--and birds and four-footed animals and
creeping things.
24 Therefore God also gave them up to uncleanness, in the lusts of their hearts, to dishonor their
bodies among themselves, 25 who exchanged the truth of God for the lie, and worshiped and
served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever. Amen.
The Variety Rule
Mendel's Law - Variety is Closed.
There are dominant and recessive genes that cause variety within a species. They never add new
data to the DNA Blueprint. They are conservative in that they keep the species within certain
boundaries so their offspring always stay closely similar to the basic DNA Blueprint of the
parents.
Darwin’s big error – Variety is Open.
This means that a fish can change into a human by mutations randomly acting on the “variety”
genes (Traits) within the DNA Blueprint. Supposedly changing a fin of cartilage into a human
arm with a humerus, radius, ulna, wrist and hand bones. There is no scientific evidence for this
assumption.
The Dating Rule.
When evolutionists have a choice between a long age date or short recent date, they always
choose the long dates. Especially when it disagrees with the Bible dating time line.
Example: There are two sets of dates for Egyptian time lines. The short dating system, in most
cases, agrees with the Biblical time line. The long dating system is the one often used because

that contradicts the Bible and thus in their eyes, negates God’s word. The long dating is used for
two Politically Correct reasons:
1 The long system “proves” the Bible is wrong and a myth.
2 For Political considerations. The Arabs in general, and Egypt in particular do not want to admit
that Moses and God beat the pants off them at 1500BC. If they can show the dating doesn’t
match, then they show the Bible is a myth and a fantasy concocted by the Jews to embarrass the
Arabs (Syria, Iran and Iraq, all subscribe to this PC dating for the same reasons)
The Origin Rule 1 or
The Law of Biogenesis - Life only comes from Life.
Discovered by Dr. Louis Pasture – Yet evolutionists have tried to disprove his scientific findings
for 150 years.
Spontaneous generation error – dead things can create living things. This was the prevalent
“scientific” explanation of why maggots came out of dead animals. They “spontaneously” birthed
out of the dead flesh. Pasture showed it was microscopic bacteria that caused decomposition and
that fly eggs laid on dead flesh birthed into maggots. 2 Peter 3:4
The Origin Rule 2
Bible - Everything created by God’s Word in six days by His design.
Evolution - Everything created by chance and accidental mutations over millions of years.
Scientific Prediction Rule
Evolution worldview predicts nothing.
(example – it cannot predict the characteristics needed for a species to survive.
Creation worldview predicts everything
(example – God has created variety within a species so that when it moves into a new habitat some
varieties will survive. i.e. long haired dogs born in Alaska survive better than short haired dogs in
the same litter.
The Survival Rule
(From the “Secret of the Sixth Edition” by Randall Hedtke In which he shows from Darwin’s own
writings that Darwin renounced Natural Selection as a means for evolution to take place)
In order for a “new” species to survive it needs two important outside helpers.
1 A selector protects the new creation from BACK BREEDING
2 A selector protects the new creation from DEATH
We see this all the time in those who breed animals.
1 Say the breeder takes the variety (trait) of dogs that love water and breeds a dog who loves to
swim. The breeder must prevent the new variety from breeding back to the old breed line (Back
breeding) where the trait might be extinguished.
2 The Breeder must prevent the new variety from death before it can mate with another dog with
the same trait otherwise his new trait would also be extinguished.

The whole point is that Natural Selection that breeds toward a certain trait (A variety or
characteristic of a creature) must have outside directed help: a protector as shown above. In the
case of creation, the outside protector is God who has set up species separation so that two
different species cannot breed and form something weird.
Separation of Species (Kinds) Rule
1Corinthians 15:39 All flesh is not the same flesh, but there is one kind of flesh of men, another
flesh of animals, another of fish, and another of birds.
I Cor.15:39 – 41 and Gen 1:22
Variety – when a species enters a new environment, a process takes place where offspring have
many variations so that some will fit into that particular environmental nitch. This has been
observed in bird species that get blown to new islands in the Pacific. I call this “varietizing” The
bird, is still the same species, but it has an explosion of different colors so that some offspring will
be camouflaged in the new habitat. A species can only adapt to a new environment only so far as
the variety within its DNA Blueprint. A bird cannot varietize into a new species. i.e. a bird
bluebird cannot change into a vulture.

